
This Startup Wants to Reinvent Digital Distribution of Video
Games

BY THE ABYSS FEBRUARY 15, 2018

In the world of video games, anyone who has traded—or has considered trading

—in-game items knows it can get very complicated and time consuming,

especially if you’re hoping to make a living from it. But according to a Swiss

startup, The Abyss, earning in-game collectibles and cashing out shouldn’t be

much more different than transacting on any other auction-based online

marketplace.

This is just one of the features of The Abyss platform, which will soon be

launching a fundraiser. The service will also make it much easier and cheaper

for independent game developers to reach a mass audience. Gamers, in turn,

will have an opportunity to recieve an income by inviting friends, trading and

exchanging in-game items and other activities. The platform works by adopting

the Blockchain technology and smart contracts to power crypto transactions

and additional features. Using blockchain, the company will setup

instantaneous payments both in crypto and fiat money.

The concept is certainly compelling: the startup rewards all participants of the

referral program and allows any developer with a limited marketing budget to

buy traffic directly from other developers. They can then target specific

segments of gamers within, and outside of the platform. The Abyss is pitching

their innovation as a way to turn competitors into collaborators and establish

mutually beneficial partnerships to overcome the problem of scarce financial

resources.

In terms of flexibility and functionality, The Abyss says it aims to challenge

other powerful video game distribution platforms. Apart from the referral

system, motivational programs and auction and cryptocurrencies integration,

The Abyss lists crowdfunding features and enterprise-grade support as key

differentiators from competitors. In addition, the company wants to shift the

power balance from major publishers to indie developers, and will prioritize

F2P MMO browser and client games—as well as cryptogames.

For the upcoming fundraiser event, the team at The Abyss decided to go even

further in their efforts to provide platform participants and contributors with

unprecedented control mechanisms. In order to do that, they announced the

world’s first Decentralized Autonomous Initial Coin Offering (DAICO), a

reinforced mix of the Initial Coin Offering (ICO) and Decentralized

Autonomous Organisation (DAO) models.

Pictured above: Konstantin Boyko-Romanovsky, founder of The Abyss platform.

“There are certain things that are important to us, and we want to make sure

our fundraiser has state-of-the-art security and transparency. The DAICO

model delivers on that promise,” says Konstantin Boyko-Romanovsky, founder

of The Abyss platform. “It is a more responsible way to conduct public token

sales as it provides contributors with control over their funds. We were thrilled

to learn about the DAICO model and decided to further strengthen it by

deploying Oracles, [who are] industry leaders appointed to act as arbitrators

and initiate polls that lead to the refund of the remaining contributed money

in case the developing team fails to implement it,” added Boyko-Romanovsky.

The Abyss will conduct the world's first DAICO starting in April, 2018. The

startup’s DAICO and the new voting system will use the Proof-of-stake (PoS)

algorithm to achieve distributed consensus and push exchanges out of the

voting process when it comes to polls. In turn, the company will attract

industry professionals to put in place appropriate governance and oversight

procedures.

With the rise of ICOs, it is no surprise that the landscape has become littered

with scam. Still, Boyko-Romanovsky is optimistic his startup can make a dent

not only as a next generation distribution platform for video games, but also as

a trend setting example for a quality cryptocurrency fundraiser. By design, the

DAICO model allows for withdraw limit control and eliminates the risk of fraud

by empowering participants to take more control over their contributions. And

with the help of the Oracles, these contributors can even vote on refund in case

the company shows unsatisfactory results.
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